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1. INTRODUCTION   

Frame rate up-conversion (FRUC) produces

image sequences with higher frame rates by add-

ing new frames into image sequences compared to

lower frame rates. As FRUC is commonly used for

video format conversion, the image sequence is

displayed in smooth motion and with high quality.

Recently, FRUC has attracted attention as an ap-

plication to reduce the motion blur of hold-type

displays such as liquid crystal displays[1]. With the

appearance of high-resolution display devices,

studies on the impact of frame rate on perceived

video quality have become popular[2], [3].

Among the existing FRUC approaches, motion-

compensated frame rate up-conversion (MC-FRUC)

has been shown to be an effective scheme for re-

ducing motion judder[4]. The basic elements of

MC-FRUC are motion estimation (ME) and motion

compensated interpolation (MCI). Since ME has a

large impact on performance, the structure of the

overall FRUC method is determined using ME

approaches. The block-matching algorithm (BMA)

for ME is commonly used because it is simple and

easy to implement [5–7].

An ME method based on the BMA for FRUC

is unidirectional ME (UME) [8-10]. In this method,

a motion vector is estimated between previous and

following frames, and then the MCI generates the

new frame through an interpolation process using

the motion trajectories. In the UME, when a pixel

in an interpolated frame is passed through by mul-

tiple motion trajectories and no motion trajectory,

overlapping and hole problems occur. Due to the

overlaps and holes with irregular shapes and sizes,

most UME methods are quite complex because of

the post processing required to address these prob-

lematic regions.

To overcome the problem of holes and over-

lapping regions in the UME, bilateral ME (BME)

uses a unique motion vector (MV) that is assigned

for each interpolated block[11]. It is based on the

assumption of temporal symmetry between the

previous blocks and subsequent frames from the

viewpoint of the interpolated block. However, the

BME cannot ensure the accuracy of an ME when
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the MV of an object between the previous and sub-

sequent frames has no temporal symmetry with

respect to the interpolated block. The BME has a

critical weakness when an object with complex

texture and a background with homogeneous tex-

ture are simultaneously present[12]. To overcome

the problems of BME, several methods have been

introduced[13–18]. Although the accuracy of MV

search is improved by proposed algorithms, its

computational complexity is also increased. The

main factors of the increased computational com-

plexity are the excessive search range, the iterative

search in the ME process, and the additional MV

refinement (MVR) with variable size.

This paper proposed an adaptive ME algorithm

based on image block complexity. Depending on

the block complexity, various BME methods are

selectively adopted. Additionally, the search range

of the BME is adaptively selected. This paper is

organized as follows. Section 2 presents the differ-

ent characteristics of the ME process according to

block complexity. Section 3 describes the proposed

FRUC algorithm in detail. Experimental results are

reported in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is pre-

sented in Section 5.

2. CHALLENGES IN EXISTING APPROACHES 

AND A PROPOSED SOLUTION 

2.1 Motion estimation in a unidirectional approach

The UME approach utilizes the BMA that match-

es blocks between two adjacent frame images.
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where fn-1(x,y) and fn+1(x,y) are the pixel values in

the previous and subsequent frames, respectively.

Vij is the MV for block Bij that minimizes the SAD

in (1). SR is the predefined search range. Although

the UME finds the MV close to real MV field in

complex texture, this SAD criterion causes hole

and overlap regions. A number of algorithms have

been proposed to handle these problems[19–22].

However, these methods demand complicated op-

erations and can produce undesirable artifacts.

2.2 Motion estimation in a bilateral approach

To avoid the problem of holes and overlaps,

many algorithms based on the BME have been

proposed. The BME estimates an MV using the

temporal symmetry between blocks in the previous

and subsequent frames from the viewpoint of the

interpolated block (IB ij) of the interpolated frame.

The sum of the bilateral absolute difference

(SBAD) is used to determine the best MV using

(2).
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The BME provides acceptable motion trajectory

if the image sequences contain simple translational

motions. However, the BME has a critical weak-

ness when an object with complex texture and a

background with homogeneous texture are simul-

taneously present[14]. In the system in Fig. 1, MV1

is selected as the best MV in SR1 and is matched

to the true motion trajectory. As the search range

is extended in SR2 including a homogenous back-

ground, MV2 is selected due to its minimal SBAD

value, which is an incorrect MV search result. To

overcome these problems, the cost function based

on side match distortion is used to determine a

more accurate MV[13]. However, massive compu-

Fig. 1. Incorrect ME result in the BME process.
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tational complexity is required for the iterative MV

search process. In extended bilateral motion esti-

mation (EBME), the accuracy of the ME is im-

proved by the expanded range of the motion tra-

jectory[14]. Although the quality of interpolated

frames is increased by the EBME, the computa-

tional complexity is also increased. Kim et al.[12]

proposed the BME method based on a similarity

value considering texture (SVCT).

Although the computational complexity is re-

duced by using the new cost function and the early

termination of the ME process with a threshold,

the visual quality of interpolated frames fluctuates

according to the image sequence. In Ref. [15-16],

the UME is first used to estimate the initial MV,

and then BME-based motion vector refinement al-

gorithms are used to improve the accuracy of the

MV search result. Although the accuracy of the

MV search is improved by these approaches, its

computational complexity is also increased by the

additional UME process.

2.3 Block complexity information

In previous research, when the characteristic

image sequence is not considered in the ME proc-

ess, unnatural defects in interpolated images and

additional computational complexity are created.

To overcome these problems, an adaptive ME

method based on image complexity characteristics,

which indicate texture and edges of the image, is

proposed. However, measuring the image com-

plexity characteristic causes additional computa-

tional complexity. To predict the image complexity

without additional computational burden, we use

the ME prediction size of original frames from the

transmitted bit-stream. Fig. 2 shows various block

sizes for the inter-prediction of the H.264/ AVC

standard.

The region coded with the small ME prediction

size is the edge of the moving object or an object

with a complex texture[23]. Therefore, the image

complexity characteristic is estimated from the ME

prediction size in original frames. Therefore, ac-

cording to the image complexity characteristic, the

following two processes are adaptively used.

− The original BME or the BME with the pre-

dictive MV.

− Search range in the BME.

3. PROPOSED FRUC ALGORITHMS

To adjust adaptive ME algorithms according to

image complexity characteristics, the IB is used

for the basic decision unit for determining the block

complexity. As shown in Fig. 3, IB12 and IB32 rep-

resent the basic decision unit in the interpolated

frame. To determine the block complexity of the

basic decision unit, the coded ME prediction size

in SR is used. FSR(IB ij) and BSR(IB ij) indicate

the ME prediction size in the SR of the IB in

frames fn-1 and fn+1, respectively. In Fig. 3, FSR

Fig. 2. Block partitions of inter-modes for inter-blocks 

in H.264/AVC.

Fig. 3. Block complexity according to ME prediction 

size.
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(IB12) and BSR(IB12) are composed in basic pre-

diction size in previously coded frames. In this sit-

uation, the probability that IB12 is a part of a back-

ground with homogeneous texture is high[23].

Therefore, the BME around the original point with

the small search range is sufficient to determine

the true motion trajectory.

On the other hand, FSR(IB32) and BSR(IB32) for

IB32 are composed using a smaller prediction size

in previously coded frames, which signifies that

this region contains a moving object with a com-

plex texture. Therefore, the BME with the pre-

dictive MV (PMV) is required in this region. The

block complexity (COM ij) of IB ij is determined as

follows.

1, ( ) ( )

0,ij
ij ijif FSR IB and BSR IB basic

COM
otherwise

ìï
í
ïî

=
= (3)

In Equation (3), basic means the basic prediction

size in frames fn-1 and fn+1. As shown in Fig. 4,

FSR(IB11) and BSR(IB11) are composed of {B00,

B01, B02, B10, B11, B12, B20, B21, and B22}, respectively.

The prediction size here is the same as the basic

prediction size. For example, in the H.264/AVC

video coding standard, 16×16 is the basic prediction

size. As previously mentioned, the probability that

IB11 is part of a background with a homogeneous

texture is high. In the case of IB22, a smaller pre-

diction size is included in PSR(IB22) and NSR

(IB22). In this situation, there is high probability

that this region is part of a complex moving object.

Therefore, we propose adaptive ME selection

algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the sequence diagram of

these adaptive ME algorithms according to the in-

formation on block complexity. If the COM ij is 1

(homogeneous region), the BME is executed with

a reduced search range. If the COM ij is 0 (complex

region), the PMV is required for a more precise ME

search result. The UME, which shows good MV

search performance in the complex texture region,

is first used for finding the PMV. Then, the PMV

for the BME is estimated from the projection

process. As shown in Fig. 6, the motion vector with

the largest mapping area is assigned as the PMV

for the BME[24]. Experimental results confirm that

the proposed algorithm provides good performance

when the search range is 3 in the homogeneous

region and the search range is 2 in the complex

region.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, various experiments are con-

Fig. 4.  Various block complexities of IBs.

Fig. 5. The sequence diagram of the proposed ME 

algorithm.
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ducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed

FRUC algorithms. The experiments use Akiyo,

Bus, Coastguard, Football, Foreman, Mobile, Paris,

Table, and Stefan image sequences with standard

CIF (352×288) format. The 50 odd frames of each

test sequence are removed and interpolated using

each algorithm. To compare the visual perform-

ance and the computational complexity, the BME

with initial MV (BMEI), which is the same process

as when COM ij = 0, and the SVCT[12] are used.

In the proposed algorithms, since H.264/AVC is

used in experiments, the basic prediction size for

the ME is 16×16. The basic block is divided into

8×8 sub-blocks in variable size refinements. The

initial search range for the ME is 16. For the over-

lapping block motion compensation, an average

method with width 1 is used [11]. For an objective

image quality comparison, the peak signal-to-

noise ratio (PSNR) between the interpolated frame

and the original frame is calculated. For the MVR,

the candidate MV of neighboring 16×16 blocks is

used in the SVCT and the BMEI. The results of

the average PSNR comparison are presented in

Table 1. The results indicate that the PSNR of the

proposed algorithm is better than that of the con-

ventional FRUC algorithms in most sequences.

The proposed algorithm achieves an increase in

average PSNR of 0.12 dB compared with BMEI and

0.92 dB compared with SVCT. Compared to SVCT,

remarkable performance is shown in Mobile and

Paris, which have complex texture objects with

homogenous backgrounds.

Fig. 7 shows the interpolated image of the

Mobile sequence for each FRUC algorithm. The

SVCT algorithm produces matching error in the

number on the calendar, as shown in Fig. 7 (b).

This error is caused by the false ME result with

a homogenous background. As shown in Fig. 7 (c),

the visual quality is dramatically improved by the

proposed algorithm. This performance improve-

ment is based on the reduced ME search range and

the precise ME search using the PMV in the pro-

posed algorithm.

To evaluate the computational complexity, the

processing time is compared. Table 2 shows the

processing time of each FRUC algorithm. The

average processing time of the proposed algorithm

is 20% less than that of BMEI. Compared to the

SVCT, the average processing time of the pro-

posed algorithms is increased by 23%.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, new frame rate up-conversion al-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. The PMV estimation from UME. (a) MV projection 

to interpolated frame, (b) PMV selection.

Table 1. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PSNR OF FRUC 

ALGORITHMS (dB)

Image sequence BMEI SVCT Proposed

Akiyo 46.49 46.28 46.44

Bus 25.73 24.57 26.04

Coastguard 30.99 31.39 31.07

Football 22.83 21.7 23.03

Foreman 31.94 31.85 32.02

Mobile 26.43 24.34 26.35

Paris 33.13 31.69 33.7

Table 29.29 28.06 29.47

Stefan 26.96 26.74 26.71

Average 30.42 29.62 30.54
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gorithms are proposed. To obtain a more accurate

MV without excessive computational complexity,

an adaptive ME algorithm using block complexity

information is used. Using this algorithm, the arti-

facts and computational complexity are also re-

duced. As the information on block complexity is

extracted from the ME prediction size in original

frames, no additional computational complexity is

required. Experimental results show that the pro-

posed algorithm provides a robust interpolation

performance for the whole test sequence. Also, the

computational complexity of the proposed algo-

rithms is reduced by an average of 20% compared

with that of BMEI. Although the computational

complexity is 23% greater than that of SVCT, this

increase is less important than the robust image

interpolation performance.

As the size of the display in consumer elec-

tronics increases, computational complexity and

visual quality are important considerations in the

implementation of the FRUC application. However,

these two factors have a trade-off relationship in

existing algorithms. In this paper, new FRUC algo-

rithms based on information from the previously

coded original images are proposed, securing the

robust visual quality of interpolated frames without

additional computational complexity. Therefore, the

presentation of this algorithm is expected to moti-

vate the development of many algorithms based on

the previously coded information.
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